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 by --Filippo--   

Cafe Bar 9 

"Local hub"

Located in the effervescent downtown area, this café is the ideal spot to

unwind. You will always find students, professionals and shoppers here,

thanks to its delightful fare and late hours. The menu is simple, yet

delectable; try the pastas, salads, sandwiches and dig into scrumptious

desserts. So now you know where to halt after your long shopping bout!

 +358 9 621 4059  www.bar9.net/  postia@bar9.net  Uudenmaakatu 9, Helsinki

 by Nisa Yeh   

Stella 

"Traditional cafe"

This café is in a nice Functionalist building dating from the 1930s, and it is

a traditional, pleasant and classy place. There are lots of restaurants and

boutiques nearby, and this is a high-quality option for those who wish to

have a break and relax with a coffee and pastry. The bakery is next door

to a confectioner, which prepares savoury and sweet pies, bread, sweet

buns and cakes. The café also serves sandwiches and meals such as

soups and salads.

 +358 9 640 058  Yrjönkatu 4, Helsinki

 by Marco Arment   

Torpanranta 

"Exculsive area"

It may be that eventually we will all be able move into a big stone mansion

in the Munkkiniemi district, but for the moment most of us have to content

ourselves with a visit to this fancy area to enjoy a cup of coffee while

looking out to the sea at Café Torpanranta. This friendly café is located

along the route of tram 4, in a wooden building with a terrace outside

during the summer months. The café has a fully licensed bar that serves

good food and drinks, and has a non-smoking area. To go with coffee, tea,

cappuccino or espresso there are Danishes and other pastries, as well as

delicious ice cream portions and ice cream drinks. For snacks choose from

sandwiches, pies or pasties. There is a menu that changes frequently and

always includes fish, steak, pasta dishes and soup.

 +358 9 484 250  Munkkiniemenranta 2, Helsinki
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